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‡DIIS-BIFI, Universidad de ZaragozaZaragoza, SpainEmail: daniele.fournier�insa-toulouse.fr, rilopez�unizar.esAbstrat�Two-dimensional maps an model inter-ations between populations. Despite their simpliity,these dynamial systems an show some omplex situ-ations, as multistability or fratal boundaries betweenbasins that lead to remarkable pitures. Some of themare shown and explained here for three di�erent 2Ddisrete models.Keywords : fratal, basin, two-dimensional map, fuzzyboundary.1. IntrodutionTwo-dimensional maps an be used to model inter-ations between two di�erent speies. Suh applia-tions an be onsidered in Eology, Biology or Eon-omy [1, 2℄. Generally, real systems onsist in a largenumber of interating speies but the understanding ofthe behaviour of suh systems in the low dimensionalase an be of great help as a �rst step attempt. In thiswork, we onsider two-dimensional (2D) models basedon logisti multipliative oupling [3℄ where omplexbehaviours our suh as multistability phenomena,fratal basins of attrators and fratal boundaries be-tween basins [4, 5℄. These phenomena lead to some re-markable graphial representations in the phase spaeplane. In Setion 2, we reall three of these onsidered2D models. In Setion 3, we emphasize these models,whih permit to obtain fratal basins. Setion 4 is de-voted to multistability phenomena and fuzzy or fratalboundaries beetwen basins.2. The modelsThe �rst onsidered model is the noninvertible 2Dmap T1 de�ned by:
{

xk+1 = λ(3xk + 1)yk(1 − yk)
yk+1 = λ(3yk + 1)xk(1 − xk)

(1)where λ is a real ontrol parameter, x and y arereal state variables. Previous studies of (1) have beendone in [5℄. This model is the symmetrial ase of a2D model

Figure 1: Fratal basins of two order 2 yles for themap T1 (1), one basin is in yellow, the other in red.

Figure 2: Enlargment of Figure 1, Z1 area.
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Figure 3: Enlargment of Figure 1, Z2 area.proposed for the symbiosis interation between twospeies [6℄. The seond model is the noninvertible 2Dmap T2 de�ned by:
{

xk+1 = λ(3yk + 1)xk(1 − xk)
yk+1 = λ(3xk+1 + 1)yk(1 − yk)

(2)where λ is a real ontrol parameter, x and y arereal state variables. The map (2) is also inspired inthe symbiosis ase [6℄ by inluding a time asymmetrifeedbak. Previous studies of (2) have been presentedin [7℄.

Figure 4: Enlargment of Figure 3, Z21 area.The third model is the noninvertible 2D map T3

de�ned by:
{

xk+1 = λ(−3yk + 4)xk(1 − xk)
yk+1 = λ(−3xk + 4)yk(1 − yk)

(3)where λ is real, x and y are real state variables.The map (3) orresponds to a ompetitive interationbetween two speies [8℄. In eah model, λ measuresthe strength of the oupling.

Figure 5: Basin of a �xed point for the map T2 (2).

Figure 6: Enlargment of Figure 5. Fratal struture isobserved.
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3. Fratal basinsFigures 1-4 show the basin of two oexisting attra-tors and suessive enlargements in the ase of themap T1, eah attrator being an order 2 yle: onebasin is in yellow, the other one in red. Basins aresymmetrial, non-onneted and fratal. Suessiveenlargements of the 2-dimensional phase spae on thediagonal (Z1 area) and on Z2 area show auto-similarityproperties. The shape of eah enlarged piee of basinis similar to the preedent piee with an alternationbetween the suessive loations of symmetrial yel-low and red basins. Suh a shape an be explained byusing the ritial manifolds of (1) [4, 5℄.Figures 5-6 show the fratal basin of a �xed pointfor the map T2. This basin is non-onneted. Figure 6shows learly the auto-similarity property. The ap-pearane of suh a fratal basin an also be explainedby using the ritial manifolds [4, 7℄.Figures 7-8 show a fratal basin for the map T3.The attrator is haoti and it is not represented onthe Figures [8℄. As in the ase of the map (1), thesuessive auto-similar piees of the basin are loatedon the diagonal. The fratalization of the basins anbe understood by means of the ritial manifolds [4, 8℄,as in the ase of the maps (1) and (2).

Figure 7: Fratal basin for the map T3 (3).4. Multistability and Fratal boundariesMultistability among several attrators is very fre-quent in these models. As it an be seen in the Fig-ures 9-12, the basins an take omplex and fratalforms. Figure 9 shows the shape of the basins of threedi�erent attrators. The boundary among those basins

is fratal, due to the aumulation and the entangle-ment lose to the boundary of the square [0, 1]2. Fig-ure 10 represents the basin of two di�erent attrators,wih are order 3 invariant losed urve (ICC), for themap T2. Then we obtain six di�erent basins in T 3
2for eah piee of the two o-existing order 3 ICC in

T2. Some of the basins an be riddled, that is, su-essive zooms of a basin zone annot di�erentiate theboundaries between the basins of the di�erent attra-tors. Suh basins are shown on Figures 11-12. Thereare two haoti attrators, whih are order 52 haotirings. They are alled weakly haoti beause of thegreater Lyapunov exponent, whih is slightly positive[7℄.

Figure 8: Enlargment of Figure 7.Referenes[1℄ Lopez-Ruiz R., Fournier-Prunaret D., LogistiModels for Symbiosis, Predator-prey and Compe-tition, Eny. of Networked and Virtual Organiza-tions, vol. II (2008) 838�847.[2℄ Cushing J.M., Levarge S., Chitnis N., Henson S.M.,Some disrete ompetition models and the Compet-itive Exlusion Priniple, J. Di�. Eqns. Appl., vol.10 (2004) 1139�1151.[3℄ Lopez-Ruiz R., Perez-Garia C., Dynamis of twologisti maps with a multipliative oupling, Int. J.Bif. Chaos, vol. 2 (1992) 421�425.[4℄ Mira C., Fournier-Prunaret D., Gardini L.,Kawakami H., Cathala J.C., Basin bifurations of2-dimensional noninvertible maps. Fratalizationof basins, Int. J. Bif. Chaos, vol. 4 (1994) 343�381.
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Figure 9: Basins of an order 29 yle and two order 3invariant losed urves (ICC) for the map T2.

Figure 10: Basin for T 3
2 of 2 order 3 ICC.[5℄ Lopez-Ruiz R., Fournier-Prunaret D., Complexpatterns on the plane: di�erent types of basin fra-talization in a two-dimensional mapping, Int. J.Bif. Chaos, vol. 13 (2003) 287�310.[6℄ Lopez-Ruiz R., Fournier-Prunaret D., ComplexBehaviour in a Disrete Logisti Model for the Sim-bioti Interation of Two Speies, MathematialBiosienes and Engineering, vol. 1 (2004) 307�324.[7℄ Fournier-Prunaret D., Lopez-Ruiz R., Basin Bi-furation in a 2-dimensional logisti map, Pro.

of ECIT 2002, Evora, Portugal, Graz. Math. Ber.,vol. 346 (2004) 123�136.

Figure 11: Riddled basin of two order 52 weaklyhaoti rings (WCR) for the map T3.

Figure 12: Enlargment of Figure 11, BZ area.[8℄ Lopez-Ruiz R., Fournier-Prunaret D., Periodiand haoti events in a disrete model of logistitype for the ompetitive interation of two speies,Chaos, Solitons & Fratals, vol. 41 (2009) 334�347.
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